The Swiss Platform for a sustainable use of natural resources. We bring together decision-makers from government, sciences, as well as research institutes in Switzerland.

The conference

Leading organizations in resources management in Switzerland have come together to introduce the second Swiss Resources Forum (rf-ch 2018), to be held at the Empa-Akademie in Dübendorf, October 25, 2018. The overall topic of the conference is “Science, business and cities together for more resource efficiency”, tackling abiotic resources and highlighting the importance of their primary extraction, exploitation and recycling in Switzerland. By gathering decision-makers from various sectors, the conference will create the necessary space for knowledge exchange and idea generation towards “Resource Revolution” in Switzerland.

General Sponsorship Benefits

- Position your organization as a thought-leader in the field of Swiss and international resource use.
- Get the opportunity to meet and reach leading decision-makers working on sustainability and resources issues in Switzerland and other countries.
- Greatly enhance your presence in Switzerland and internationally through the Swiss Resources Forum’s network.

Official rf-ch 2018 Sponsor

Sponsoring: CHF 6'000.00

Your benefits:

- Logo on the rf-ch 2018 announcements, brochure, newsletters, meeting report, as well as on the Chairman’s Statement, with the designation “Official rf-ch 2018 Sponsor”
- Logo, description of your organization and link on the rf-ch 2018 website, with the designation “Official rf-ch 2018 Sponsor”
- Use of the rf-ch logo, with the designation “Official rf-ch 2018 Sponsor”, for the sponsor’s own purposes (e.g. for PR or CSR activities)
- Two complementary conference invitations
- Free quarter page promotional space as part of the conference materials
- Space at the conference hall for display of materials (roll-up, poster, etc.)
rf-ch 2018 Lunch Sponsor
Sponsoring: CHF 5'000.00
Your benefits:

- Logo on catering buffet stands and on tables in the catering area, with the designation “rf-ch 2018 Lunch Sponsor”
- Use of the rf-ch logo, with the designation “rf-ch 2018 Lunch Sponsor”, for the sponsor’s own purposes (e.g. for PR activities)
- Two complementary conference invitations
- Space at the conference hall for display of materials (roll-up, poster, etc.)

Farewell Aperitif Sponsor
Sponsoring: CHF 4'000.00
Your benefits:

- Logo on catering buffet stands and on tables in the aperitif area, with the designation “Farewell Aperitif Sponsor”
- Use of the rf-ch logo, with the designation “Farewell Aperitif Sponsor”, for the sponsor’s own purposes (e.g. for PR activities)
- One complementary conference invitation
- Welcome speech during Aperitif Opening (max. 5 min.)
- Space at the aperitif area for display of sponsor’s information

We strongly encourage all our partners to use this opportunity and tell “sustainability stories”. Let participants know how your organization or country supports sustainability internationally and/or in Switzerland. Let the sharing of best practices be your best advertising.

Are you interested? Contact us!
rf-ch@wrforum.org
www.wrforum.org/rf-ch
Tel. +41 71 554 09 00

World Resources Forum Secretariat
Lerchenfeldstrasse 5
9014 St. Gallen
Switzerland

Partner organizations: